Low Cost Secure EDI… No VAN
Full Service

Internet EDI
In a very competitive business environment, reducing operating costs is critical to
being able to realize a profit. Using EDI functionality via a VAN is one way to interact
with your trading partners quickly and efficiently. Unfortunately the cost of the VAN
may be more than can be justified for the level of EDI capability that you need.
Over the last few years a new standard, AS2, has quietly emerged, and is now fully
supported by many retail vendors and suppliers including both large and small
vendors that provides EDI capabilities without having to rely on an expensive VAN.
FusionWare Integration Corp. has a customer proven AS2 solution for the System i
that provides a low-cost alternative to paying VAN charges, giving you an ROI as soon
as you start to use it. With FusionWare’s solution that has been developed
specifically for this new standard, you can now use EDI functionality in real-time with
your System i applications. Implementing FusionWare’s solution will significantly
reduce costs and data entry errors and improve response time resulting in more
accurate, timely interaction with your customers improving customer satisfaction and
retention.

AS2 - Widely Adopted Industry Standard
AS2 has been a fully published standard since 2001. It was developed with the
endorsement of such retail giants as WAL-MART, Ace Hardware, Lowes, K-MART and
others to provide a primary standard for internet-based secured communications.
These retail giants have long understood that doing their own supply-chain EDI over
HTTP saves them significant VAN charges. Now, FusionWare Integration Corp. brings
these savings to you, affordably, with real-time integration to your System i
applications.
AS2 supports more than just EDI, providing secure, non-repudiable communications
for retailers, consumer products goods, hard-lines, insurance, financial services,
petroleum and government industries to name just a few. The critical financial
information that flows over AS2 messaging represents billions of dollars each year.
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Secure EDI
 Fully Drummond certified
AS2 standard support.
 Secure communication –
protects your
communication from
unauthorized access.
 Non-repudiation –
provides legal protection
for your transactions.
 Instant and online –
eliminates costly data
entry and errors
associated with it.
 Improve response time
for orders – improves
customer satisfaction.

